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iUniverse, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.When nineteen-year-old Mark Lloyd entered the US Army in Seattle,
Washington, in 1968, he thought he was invulnerable. His induction that year marked the beginning
of a long career in public service. In Dragon Chaser, he recounts his journey--entering the army,
earning a green beret, serving in Vietnam, working as a police officer on the streets of south central
Los Angeles, and joining the DEA. In this memoir, Lloyd tells how he became an undercover
narcotics agent and served in the world s illegal drug hot spots--chasing the dragon of illicit heroin
in Los Angeles, Guam, and Thailand. Dragon Chaser narrates how he led teams of DEA agents
raiding jungle cocaine laboratories and ambushing clandestine airstrips in Peru, how he helped
solve DEA s worst case of corruption in Los Angeles, and how he managed some of DEA s foreign
operations while assigned to DEA headquarters. The stories include Lloyd s deployment on a
special mission to war-scarred Bosnia, and how he successfully handled a difficult narcotics case
involving a DEA employee falsely imprisoned by the recalcitrant Pakistani government. A
remarkable memoir of...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy-- Prof. Bernie Torphy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns-- Dayne Johns
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